
Findings for walkthrough Bryant Woods Elementary School: October 18th, 2022
(WXBWES20220003F0)

Tracking Number Finding Type Comments Location Assigned To Closed

FXBWES2022001FD9 Air freshener/essential oils
The plug-in odor was strong in rooms 114, portable 113, and portable 118.
Portable 118 had at least 3 plug-in odorizers. These devices could mask an
odor of concern and/or be an irritant to other individuals.

Rooms 110, 114,
portable 113, and
portable 118

administration Yes

FXBWES2022001FDA Non-issued disinfectants/aerosol sprays
Aerosol air fresheners were present. These products present an airborne
irritant when used.

Room 156 and
portable 204

administration Yes

FXBWES2022001FDB Miscellaneous finding Food was left within the room and readily accessible to pests and rodents. Rooms 114 and 156 administration Yes

FXBWES2022001FDC Penetrations not sealed Gaps around/or between conduit penetrating the brick wall.
Exterior of main
building across from
portable 113

building Yes

FXBWES2022001FDD Obstruction(s) to airflow
Room 110 was partially blocking the wall air return grille. Room 112 was
completely obstructing the wall air return grille.

Rooms 110 and 112 administration Yes

FXBWES2022001FDE Blocked temperature sensors The room's thermostat is partially obstructed with emergency folder. Room 114 administration Yes

FXBWES2022001FDF Signs of insects or evidence of pest
Does not appear active. Moderate amount of dead insects within the 3 light
fixtures.

storage room in
cafeteria

custodial Yes

FXBWES2022001FE0 Stained/damaged tiles
Water stained ceiling tiles. A few in the gym office and cafeteria. Please
place a work order for Building Maintenance to address the cause if a work
order is not already in progress.

Gym office, cafeteria,
and closet in room
129

custodial Yes

FXBWES2022001FE1
Excess dirt or moisture or obstructed or
purposely placed obstruction indicating
occupant distress

Visible dust accumulation on supply air diffusers. Room 136 custodial Yes

FXBWES2022001FE2 Miscellaneous finding Floor tile loose and/or popping up. Gym office building Yes

FXBWES2022001FE3 Miscellaneous finding
Textured ceiling surrounding air supply diffusers has visible dust
accumulation.

Portable 118 building Yes

FXBWES2022001FE4 Miscellaneous finding Floor damaged in corner of room on ramp side (beginning of ramp). Portable 204 building Yes


